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In her CARAVAN exhibition at the Aargauer Kunsthaus the artist 

Martina Mächler (b. 1991) takes us on a tour through the 

presentation of the collection on the first floor. An audio 

installation of subtle sounds and fragments of texts plays from 

speakers and guides us through the different galleries. 

 

The artistic works of Martina Mächler (b. 1991) are preceded by 

intensive work involving narrations, space, movement and the body. 

Mächler responds to the specific conditions of her surroundings, and 

works in and with different rooms. She captures her experiences with 

movements and the body in space - in writing, visually and in sound. 

On this basis she creates site-specific installations, as in her 

2019 solo exhibition do ghosts still believe in us? in the 

exhibition space Hamlet in Zürich. Some spatial elements like white 

plastic folding chairs or blue pieces of carpet connect with 

fragmentary narratives in audio and video form, in which the artist 

reflects on changes that she has observed in educational 

institutions and cultural promotion. 

 

The work from a lexicon of gestures (2019) vividly demonstrates how 

Mächler engages with found narratives inscribed within objects or 

existing spatial conditions. Canteen chairs with slight defects were 

arranged in the exhibition space of the Zürich Kantonsschule Nord in 

Oerlikon. Sounds were emitted by missing chrome-steel coatings or 

holes in the seat pad. On the wall, six drawings in coloured pencil 

illustrated fleeting movements such as nodding or asking if it’s 

time. These gestures were activated performatively by the teacher 

and students.  

 



 

 

For the CARAVAN exhibition Mächler takes her site-specific method 

further. On the basis of observations in the Kunsthaus she is 

developing an installation in space and sound, reacting particularly 

to the presentation of the collection on the first floor. Here the 

artist arranges several speakers that guide us through the galleries 

with sound and spoken text passages. The three audio tracks composed 

specially for these spaces are played in different rooms, but refer 

acoustically to one another. Following a temporal choreography, 

different areas produce sounds and for once guide visitors through 

the galleries not only with the eyes but with the ears as well.  

A quiet voice describes various settings and asks questions about 

the self-enclosed nature of the body and the self. The text is about 

contradictory attitudes that listen to and contradict one another, 

negotiate or just murmur and whisper – symbolising a porous body 

moving through various aggregate states.  

 

The fragmentary stories from Mächler’s pen are interwoven with 

noise-like sound sequences. In her arrangement of the sound sources 

Mächler is reacting subtly to her surroundings and their perception. 

On the one hand she works with the already existing acoustics, such 

as the creaking of the skylight ceiling, while on the other hand she 

refers to specific groups of works within the presentation of the 

collection. So, for example, one speaker stands in the gallery 

showing depictions of women by the painter René Auberjonois (1872-

1957). Are the sounds that we hear the voices of the women? Sounds 

that we make ourselves? Or are they the random sounds of the 

Kunsthaus spaces? 

 

 

 

Martina Mächler, born 1991 in Lachen (SZ), lives and works in Zurich. 2018-

2019 Master’s in Art Practice, Dutch Art Institute, ArtEZ, Arnheim (NL); 

2013-2017 Bachelor of Fine Art in Media & Arts, Zürich College of the Arts, 

ZHdK, Zürich; 2015 Intermedia Arts, Pacific Northwest College of Art, 

Portland OR (USA). 

 

Solo exhibitions (selection): from a lexicon of gestures, Kantonsschule 

Nord, Zürich (2019); do ghosts still believe in us?, Hamlet, Zürich (2019); 

71%(play), White Box, Zeppelin Universität, Friedrichshafen (2018/19) 

 

Group exhibitions (selection): Grosse Regionale, Kunst(Zeug)Haus, 

Rapperswil (2019); Digitale Narrationen, Forum Schlossplatz, Aarau 

(2018/19), Swiss Art Awards, Basel, Kiefer Hablitzel / Göhner Kunstpreis 

(2018); Keine Zeit, Helmhaus, Zürich (2018); Can you roll with me?, Les 

Mouches, Geneva (2017) 

 



 

 

 

Curator 

Yasmin Afschar, Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus 

 

Assistant Curator 

Sabrina Negroni, Curatorial Intern, Aargauer Kunsthaus 

 

CARAVAN series of exhibitions for young art 

The CARAVAN series of exhibitions offers visitors to the Aargauer Kunsthaus 

surprising encounters with young art from all over Switzerland and the 

opportunity to discover positions that have not yet become established. In 

the course of the year three solo exhibitions may be found in the form of 

‘mobile interventions’ at different places in the Museum; artists are 

invited to place their works in a dialogue with the building, the 

collection or the programme of the Kunsthaus.  

 

CARAVAN Website 

Visit the web platform of the CARAVAN series of exhibitions for young art. 

Explore the digital archive of all previous and current CARAVAN 

exhibitions. http://caravan.aargauerkunsthaus.ch 

 

Media briefing 

Thursday, 3 September 2020, 10.30 Uhr 

Welcome by Katharina Ammann, Direktorin Aargauer Kunsthaus 

Introduction by Yasmin Afschar, Kuratorin Aargauer Kunsthaus 

Followed by snack in the foyer 

 
CARAVAN in conversation 

Sunday, 11 October 2020, 3.00 pm 

In her artistic work Martina Mächler examines the relationship between 

language, narratives, the body and space. Amongst other things, her works 

concern reflections on the female body and its portrayal in language and 

image, a subject that Mähler discusses with Elisabeth Bronfen, author and 

professor of English and American literature at the University of Zürich, 

and Yasmin Afschar, Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau.  

 

Media images 

Pictures are available for download on our website 

www.aargauerkunsthaus.ch. Please note the picture credits. 

 

Opening times 

Tue - Sun 10.00 am – 5.00 pm, Thur 10.00 am – 8.00 pm 

 

For further information: 

Yasmin Afschar, Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus 

T +41 (0)62 835 57 52, E-Mail yasmin.afschar@ag.ch 

Christina Omlin, Communication/Media Aargauer Kunsthaus 

T +41 (0)62 835 44 79, E-Mail christina.omlin@ag.ch 
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